As part of the Women in Science Festival (4-10 March 2017) hosted by University of Dundee, Kate Cross (from the School of Psychology and Neuroscience) and Helen Cammack (CM-CDT, School of Physics and Astronomy) were live on stage to a full house for "Physics vs Psychology" as part of the Cabaret of Dangerous Ideas for Women in Science Festival.

Physics vs Psychology: Which is the hard science?
The year is... not important; this is fiction. But Susan, the last secondary school student on Earth, is deciding what to study at University. Physicist Helen Cammack and psychologist Kate Cross, both from the University of St Andrews, are here to do battle for Susan’s soul. Should she pursue physics, the study of the universe? Or psychology, the science of the mind? What will her life be like if she chooses each way? Is there a hard option and an easy option? Susan needs you to come along, ask hard questions of our two scientists, and help her choose her path...
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